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Abstract-A problem of current interest in geothermal energy extraction is the injection of cold water into 
a porous medium containing superheated vapor. Such injection will cause a boiling front to move away 
from the injection point. When flow is approximated as being one-dimensional radial, it can be shown 
from similarity variable concepts that temperature, pressure, and boiling rate at the front are constant, 
independent of time. From heat and mass balance considerations an analytical solution is obtained for 
front temperature and evaporation rate. Comparison with detailed numerical simulations of the injection 

process shows excellent agreement. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

COUPLED processes of heat and multi-phase mass 
transfer in permeable media are encountered in many 
systems of interest in energy recovery or industrial 
applications. These processes are highly nonlinear and 
can often be quantitatively described only by means 
of computer simulation. Often this is a rather cum- 
bersome process involving hard-to-check approxi- 
mations regarding space-and-time discretization and 
the propagation of sharp fronts. Therefore, con- 
siderable efforts are being made to develop analytical 
or semi-analytical solutions for special cases which, 
where feasible, provide an economy and accuracy of 
solution seldom attainable from numerical simulation 
[l-9]. Furthermore, independently obtained solutions 
can serve as a check on the accuracy of complex 
numerical simulators. 

This paper is concerned with a two-phase fluid and 
heat transfer problem that arises when cold geo- 
thermal waste fluids are injected into depleted reservoir 
zones containing superheated vapor [l&12]. We will 
make the approximation of considering horizontal 
flow only. Vertical flow effects may be important in 
some applications ; these will be studied in a separate 
paper (in preparation). The mass- and energy-balance 
equations for one-dimensional radial flow of single- 
component two-phase fluid in a porous medium have 
been discussed in refs. [3, 51. It was pointed out by 
O’Sullivan [5] that these equations admit a solution 
in terms of a similarity variable x = r*/t, even when 
all nonlinearities of two-phase flow are taken into 
account, provided that initial and boundary con- 
ditions, and sink and source rates, are prescribed in 
such a way that they can be expressed as functions 
of x. An important special case where this is possible 
is for a well flowing at a constant rate in an infinite 

system initially at uniform conditions of pressure, 
temperature, and saturation. In the similarity variable 
approach, the partial differential equations for mass- 
and heat-flow are reduced to a set of coupled ordinary 
differential equations. These can be integrated with 
standard numerical methods [13] ; because of the 
severe nonlinearities it is in general necessary to 
employ an iterative procedure [5]. O’Sullivan and 
Pruess [3] presented similarity solutions for constant- 
rate injection into single-phase liquid and two-phase 
conditions. O’Sullivan [5] developed solutions for 
constant-rate production from single-phase liquid and 
two-phase conditions. 

In this paper we study the injection of cold water 
into a porous medium containing vapor at low pres- 
sure (strongly superheated). We are mainly interested 
in the rate at which injected water vaporizes, and in 
the pressure and temperature conditions at the evap- 
oration front. We show that these aspects of the prob- 
lem can be solved analytically. In arriving at the ana- 
lytical solution we need to invoke similarity variable 
concepts; however, it is not necessary to actually per- 
form the rather difficult numerical integration of the 
non-linear ordinary differential equations in the simi- 
larity variable x. 

2. COLD WATER INJECTION 

The thermal conditions arising when cold water is 
injected into a porous medium containing hot water 
in single phase conditions are well known [14]. A 
cold front with temperature equal to the injection 
temperature will advance from the injection point. 
Because of heat conduction effects the transition from 
injection temperature to original reservoir tem- 
perature will occur over a finite distance in the direc- 
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NOMENCLATURE 

boiling fraction, qVf/ql 
specific heat 
coetlicient in pressure solution, defined 
in equation (AIO) 
exponential integral 
increment factor for numerical grid 
(Table 2) 
mass flux 
specific enthalpy 
formation thickness 
absolute permeability 
molecular weight of water 
mass 
number of moles present 
pressure 
mass flow rate 
radial distance from injection well 
universal gas constant 
time 
temperature 
specific internal energy 
volume 

X similarity variable, r2/t 

Z real gas compressibility factor. 

Greek symbols 
CL diffusivity parameter for vapor flow, 

defined in equation (A5) 

!J dynamic viscosity 

P fluid density 

@ average fluid density 

ti porosity 
w retardation factor for thermal front, 

defined in equation (I). 

Subscripts 
0 initial value 
f relating to boiling front 
h hot (at initial temperature) 
inj injection 
I liquid water 
R rock 
sat at saturation (vapor-liquid 

equilibrium) 
V vapor. 

tion of flow; however, when heat conduction is 
neglected the thermal front is completely ‘sharp’, with 
temperature making a finite jump from Tinj to To. 

The thermal front is retarded in comparison to the 
hydrodynamic front because of heat exchange with 
the solid skeleton. Bodvarsson [14] showed that the 
retardation factor (ratio of cold volume to total swept 
volume) is 

Conditions are considerably more complex when cold 
water is injected into a porous medium containing 
superheated vapor (see Fig. 1). The advancement of the 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of fronts for cold water injection 
into a superheated vapor zone. 

cold front in this case will still be retarded from heat 
exchange with the solid, but it is clear that the liquid 
water outside the cooled region cannot be at the orig- 
inal reservoir temperature. Liquid water can exist at 
temperature T, only if pressurep 2 p,,,(T,); however, 
because initial pressure p0 < p,,,(T,J, this would give 
rise to vigorous vaporization. As a consequence pres- 
sure would rise above p,,, while temperature would 
decrease below To as heat would be transferred from 
the rock to boil fluid. Calore el al. 1151 performed 
numerical simulations of this process and observed 
that pressure and temperature conditions at the vapor- 
ization front tend to stabilize, such that p0 < pr < 
p,,,(T,). The rate at which vapor can flow away from 
the boiling front increases with pr. However, because 
of the boiling conditions there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between front temperature Tr and pres- 

sure Pf, namely, pf = p,,,(TJ. Therefore, when pr 
increases so does Tr. This in turn will diminish heat 
transfer from the rock to the fluid, which depends on 
the temperature difference To- Tf. Conditions at the 
front stabilize at intermediate values of &,TJ in such 
a way that the rate of boiling from rock-fluid heat 
transfer equals the rate of vapor flow away from the 
front. 

Several important conclusions regarding this pro- 
cess can be reached simply by recognizing that in an 
infinite system with uniform initial conditions and 
constant injection rate, conditions in the system 
depend on time and distance only through the simi- 
larity variable x = r’/t. Therefore, the boiling front 
must occur at a fixed value x = xr and, furthermore, 
temperature and pressure at the front are time-inde- 
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pendent. Behind the front we clearly must have p > 

pf, because a finite pressure gradient is required to 
drive fluid to the front. From a physical viewpoint it 

is clear that the temperature behind the front cannot 
exceed the temperature at the front. From p > pf and 
T < T, we can conclude that the fluid behind the front 
must be in single-phase liquid conditions. Therefore, 
the boiling front is ‘sharp’ and there is no extended 
two-phase zone. It should be noted that the sharp 
boiling front arises from the idealization made in a 
porous medium description, namely, that there is 
complete thermodynamic equilibrium locally between 
rocks and fluid. Even in fine-grained materials there 
will be a finite time for this thermal equilibration, 
so that in reality the boiling front would always be 
associated with a two-phase zone of finite width. 

Finally, from the existence of the similarity variable 
it is clear that the boiling rate at the front is constant, 
independent of time. 

3. MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT 

In order to establish the thermodynamic conditions 
at the front, we need to consider pressure-driven flow 
of vapor away from the front, as well as temperature- 
driven flow of heat from the rock to the advancing 
liquid injection plume. As shown in Appendix A, the 
vapor flow leads to the following pressure condition 

ZRTo/-wvr 
Pf = Pi- ZnkHm 

exp (&)Ei(s). (2) 

Heat flow at the front is considered in Appendix B. 
Taking into account that temperature and pressure 
at the front must be related by the vapor pressure 
relationship for water we have from equation (B6) 

or = ~sat(Trl = ~sat To - 
b#@, 

U-4)PRG(d4vr- 1) > 
(3) 

Equations (2) and (3) represent two non-linear 
coupled equations for the unknowns pf (or, equi- 
valently, T,) and qVn which can be solved by means of 
Newton-Raphson iteration. Note that the parameters 
c[ and p, appearing in these equations also depend 
upon pr (or T,), see equations (A5) and (B4). To solve 
equations (2) and (3) we have written a computer 
program which performs an ‘inner’ iteration on equa- 
tion (3), nested within an ‘outer’ iteration on equation 
(2). The saturated vapor pressure relationship as well 
as all other thermophysical properties of water and 
vapor are taken from the steam table equations as 
given by the International Formulation Committee 
[16]. The exponential integral appearing in equation 
(2) was evaluated using the approximation given in 
ref. [ 131. The iteration procedure is started by picking 
an initial guess /J(O) for the boiling fraction b = q.,Jq,. 
For this fixed b”’ equation (3) is solved iteratively for 
T$” and pf’), taking T{“) = To as the starting guess. 
Having obtained (p $I’, Ti’)) for boiling fraction b(O), 

Table 1. Problem parameters 

Permeability 50x 10-‘5m2 
Thickness 200 m 
Rock grain density 2600 kg me3 
Rock specific heat 920 J kg-’ “C-’ 
Reservoir temperature 240°C 
Reservoir pressure 6.0 bar 
Injection enthalpy 1.258 x 105J kg-’ (x29.4”C) 

a second solution of equation (3) is generated for 
b(O) + &‘O’ where 6b(‘) is a small increment, 

6b(‘) = 10’ “‘*b(‘) say. This is needed for numerically 
computing derivatives in the subsequent Newton- 

Raphson process on equation (2), which gives 
b(‘) = b(‘)+Ab(‘). Subsequently another inner iter- 
ation is performed to obtain (p{‘), T$‘)) pertaining to 
b = b(‘), etc. the process being continued until the 
residuals of equations (2) and (3) (i.e. the difference 
between left- and right-hand sides) are reduced to a 
small fraction (lo- lo) of the left-hand sides. The pro- 
cess usually requires 4-6 iterations for convergence. 
All calculations were done in double precision (128 bit 
word length), because among other things we require 
accurate numerical derivatives of water heat capacity, 
which itself is obtained as a numerical derivative of 
internal energy. 

4. RESULTS 

From equations (2) and (3) it is clear that boiling 

fraction b and front temperature Tf depend upon 
injection rate only through the group q,/k * H. Another 
strong parametric dependence occurs for porosity, 4, 
while dependence upon injection temperature is only 
present through p,, and is rather weak. Dependence 
upon initial reservoir pressure is also weak as long as 

p. << pf. A stronger dependence is present for initial 
reservoir temperature To. 

We have generated solutions of equations (2) and 
(3) for a range of ‘specific injection rates’ q,/k * H and 
reservoir porosities 4. Variations in permeability k 
and porosity 4 are considered independent of each 
other, because the variability of geologic media is such 
that no useful general k-4 relationship exists [24]. All 
other parameters were held constant at values typical 
for the upper depleted zones of the Larderello field [ 151 
(see Table 1). Results for boiling fractions and boiling 
front pressures and temperatures are presented in 
Figs. 2 and 3. We observe that boiling fraction dimin- 
ishes with increasing porosity, and with increasing 
injection rate. Vaporization is larger for smaller 
porosity as expected. Boiling front temperature is 
lower for larger vaporization fraction. Vaporization 
fraction declines relatively weakly with increasing 
injection rate (see Fig. 2) so that the absolute rate of 
vaporization increases with injection rate. 

5. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL 

SIMULATIONS 

We have numerically simulated the process of cold 
water injection into a superheated vapor zone, using 
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Table 2. Grid for numerical simulations 

The grid consists of concentric cylinders about r = 0 
with height H = 200 m. The radii of the grid block 
boundaries are 

Y, = 2i for i = 1, 2, , 50 

I r+l - - fr, fori=51,52,...,100 

andf=1.1607... so that r, ,,0 = 25 000 m 

00 I I I 
10’0 10” 10’2 10’3 10’4 

Injection Rate/PermeabMy-Thickness 

(kg/s m3) 

phase fronts there (see Table 2). For Y > 100 m grid 
spacing was increased logarithmically out to a total 

radius of r = 25 km, so that the system would be 
infinite acting over the time periods simulated. Tem- 
perature and phase changes remained confined to the 
finely discretized region r < 100 m. Calculations were 
made with different time step sizes to check and con- 
trol time truncation errors. 

FIG. 2. Fraction of injected fluid vaporizing. In order to make the simulations comparable with 
the analytical treatment heat conduction was 
neglected. Test calculations showed conduction effects 
on boiling front temperature to be negligibly small (of 
the order of 1°C or less). 
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FIG. 3. Pressure and temperature of moving boiling front. 

the multi-phase multi-component fluid and heat flow 
simulator MULKOM [17]. MULKOM solves dis- 
cretized approximations to the equations for mass 
and energy transport in porous media over finite sub- 
domains [18]. The governing equations have been 
given in ref. [ 191. The finite difference method used in 

MULKOM can represent sharp fronts only in an 
approximate fashion [20,21]. A finite subdomain con- 
taining partly single-phase liquid, and partly single- 
phase vapor, will be represented as being in two-phase 
conditions because of volume averaging. Discreti- 
zation errors can be particularly severe in problems 
with coupled thermal and phase fronts [22], and 
space- and time-truncation errors need to be scru- 
tinized carefully so that acceptable results may be 
obtained. 

Before presenting results of the simulations we wish 

to discuss how a phase boundary is propagated in 
the finite-difference approximation. Consider a finite 
subdomain (‘grid block’) which initially contains 
single-phase vapor. As liquid water enters the grid 
block it is vaporized, so that pressure increases while 
temperature declines (see Fig. 4). Eventually pressure 
reaches the saturated vapor pressure at the prevailing 
temperature, at which point the entire grid block 
makes a transition to two-phase conditions. Liquid 
continues to enter the grid block, vaporizing in part. 
The heat of vaporization is being supplied by the 
porous medium, the temperature of which declines in 
the process. Pressure must also decline, as in two- 
phase conditions it is being maintained at the satu- 
ration pressure for given temperature. The liquid 
entering the grid block is vaporized only in part, so 
that liquid saturation builds up until, eventually, the 
block makes a transition to single-phase liquid con- 
ditions. The process is then repeated at the next down- 
stream grid block. 

We wish to point out that the intermittent devel- 
opment of a two-phase zone in each grid block swept 
by the injected fluid, and the associated cyclic vari- 
ation in grid block pressure, represent entirely spu- 
rious effects from the finite space discretization 
employed in the numerical simulations. From the 
similarity properties of the applicable two-phase fluid 
and heat flow equations [5] it follows that pressure at 
the moving boiling front is time independent; the 
arguments presented in Section 2 show that for an 
idealized porous medium the boiling front is marked 
by a sharp transition from single-phase liquid to 
single-phase vapor conditions, without any two- 
phase zone. 

In the simulations we employed a relatively fine grid For a meaningful comparison between analytical 
near the injection point to resolve the thermal and and numerical results we have calculated averages J& 
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FIG. 4. Simulated pressures as the boiling front propagates across a grid block (grid block 19 with 
36 m < r < 38 m; 4 = 8%, q, = 2 kg SC’ ; time step size 10’s). 
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FIG. 5. Simulated temperatures for cold water injection into superheated vapor zone. 

for simulated pressures at the boiling front (see Fig. 
4). The points labeled ‘numerical simulations’ in Fig. 
3 show the saturated vapor temperature Tf = T,,(&) 
corresponding to these average simulated pressures. 
Agreement with the analytical solution is good. 

In Fig. 5 we have plotted simulated temperatures 
as functions of the similarity variable x = r*/t, for the 
case C#J = 8% ; qt = 27.8 kg s- ‘, using simulated data 
at three different times varying by factors of approxi- 
mately 10 and 100, respectively. The data clearly con- 
firm the invariance with respect to r*/t, but they also 

show considerable numerical dispersion and dis- 
cretization effects, especially at the front between cold 
and hot single-phase liquid (t-*/t = 8 x lo-’ m* s- ‘). 

The simulated volume of liquid in the injection 
plume (for 4 = 8%, q, = 27.8 kg s-‘) is compared in 
Fig. 6 with the prediction from the analytical model 
(using equation (B3) and our analytically calculated 
vaporization rate). The agreement is excellent. Simu- 
lated results for additional cases are shown in Fig. 2 ; 
the agreement with the analytical predictions is good 
throughout. 
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FIG. 6. Simulated volume of liquid injection plume, compared with predictions from the analytical model, 
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6. CONCLUSION 4. 

We have developed an approximate analytical solu- 
tion for temperature (or pressure) and vaporization 5. 
rate at a moving boiling front. The accuracy of 
the solution was confirmed by means of numerical 6. 
simulations of cold water injection into a porous 
medium containing superheated vapor. The analytical 
solution should be useful in the design of geothermal 
injection systems, and for evaluating the accuracy of 

I. 

numerical solution techniques for multi-phase fluid 
and heat flow. 8. 
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APPENOIX A: VAPOR FLOW 

We consider the flow of a single-phase vapor. From the 
mass balance 

Darcy’s law 

F, = -kEVp (A2) 

and the real gas law 

pV = ZnRT (A3) 

we have, neglecting derivatives of the compressibility factor 
z 

(A41 

An approximate linear equation in pz can be obtained by 
evaluating the coefficients at an average pressure, 
@ = (gf+p0)/2 [23]. Defining a diffusivity parameter 

we have 

3P2 - = aAp2. 
at (‘46) 

We seek a solution to equation (A6) subject to initial con- 
ditions 

P2 =P; 

and boundary conditions 

(A71 

w 2ZRTolr, qvf - 
ar f = - ~---_- km 2nrlH (A8a) 

The function 

8P’ - =o. 
ar T+co 

(A8b) 

p’(r, t) = p&D-E@ -rz/4at) (A9) 

satisfies equations (A6), (A7), and (A8b). From equation 
(A8a) we have 

D = ZRTOPC, ri 
2rrkHm qvrexp % 0 . WO) 

From the arguments presented in Section 2, we know that 
xr = +I& %f, and Z(T,, p3 are constants. Therefore, 
coefficient D itself is a constant, independent of r and t, so 
that equation (A9) is an exact solution of equations (A6t_ 
(A@. The solution is 

APPENDIX B: HEAT BALANCE AT THE BOILING 
FRONT 

We develop a heat balance for a small region swept by the 
advancing boiling front, using simple approximations where 
appropriate. As the front advances from rr to r,+dr, the 
change in heat content of the region (rfr rf+drf) is, neglecting 
the small heat content of displaced vapor 

[(l -(P)PRCR(T~- T,)+~p,u,,fl2nrfHdr,. WI 
This must equal the net amount of heat and mechanical 
(pressure) work imparted on the region which is, neglecting 
heat conduction 

(q,u,., - q,&,) dr. (B2) 

Here we have assumed steady flow throughout the liquid 
region, which is an excellent approximation because of the 
small compressibility of liquid water. Also, we have neglected 
the small difference between enthalpy and internal energy for 
the liquid phase. Vapor is assumed to leave the front at the 
original reservoir temperature, h, = h,(T,, p& This takes 
into account the heat exchange between the medium ahead 
of the front, and the vapor leaving the boiling surface. 

To combine equations (Bl) and (B2) it is necessary to 
consider the time dependence of the front location r,. This 
can be obtained from the total liquid mass present in the 
injection plume, which is 

z%(0 = (q,--9& = &N#& (B3) 

The average liquid density is, neglecting the small pressure 
effects 

so that 

PI = OP,(T,,)+ (1 -w)P~(T~) (B4) 

(W 

Equating equations (Bl) and (B2), and using equation (BS), 
we finally obtain for the temperature at the front 

Tf = To- (1-4hGmw- 1)’ 036) 
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UNE SOLUTION ANALYTIQUE POUR LE TRANSFERT THERMIQUE AU FRONT 
D’EBULLITION MOBILE DANS UN MILIEU POREUX 

R&r&-Un probleme tnergetique dint&r&t pratique en extraction geothermique est l’injection d’eau 
froide dam un milieu poreux contenant de la vapeur surchauffee. Une telle injection provoque un front 
d’tbullition qui se d&place en s’eloignant du point d’injection. Quand l’ecoulement est suppose etre 
radial, monodimensionnel, on peut montrer a partir de concepts de similarite que la temperature, la 
pression, le flux d’ebullition au front sont constants, independants du temps. A partir des bilans de masse 
et d'hergie, une solution analytique est obtenue pour la temperature et l’bvaporation. Une comparaison 

avec des simulations numeriques detaillees du mkcanisme d’injection montre un accord excellent. 

EINE ANALYTISCHE LdSUNG DES WARMEUBERGANGS AN DER DURCH EIN 
PORGSES MEDIUM WANDERNDEN SIEDEFRONT 

Z~a~enf~ung-Ein aktuelles Problem bei der geothe~i~hen W~~egewinnung ist das Ejnspri~n 
von kaltem Wasser in ein poroses Medium, welches iiberhitzten Dampf enthalt. Diese Einsp~~ung 
verursacht eine Siedefront, die vom Einspritzort weglauft. Wenn die Striimung als eindimensional radial 
angenommen wird, so 1113t sich aus Ahnlichkeitsbetrachtungen zeigen, da0 Temperatur, Druck und Ver- 
dampfungsmassenstrom an der Front konstant und unabhangig von der Zeit sind. Aus Warme- und 
Massebilanzen wird eine analytische Losung fur die Temperatur der Siedefront und den Verdampfungs- 
massenstrom ermittelt. Ein Vergleich mit genauen numerischen Simulationen des Einspritzvorgangs 

zeigt sehr gute ~~reinsti~ung. 

AHAJIMTMYECKOE PEBIEHME 3AAAYM TEHJIOHEPEHOCA BO QPOHTE KMHEHMII, 
ABHXYIBEMCJT B HOPMCTOH CPEAE 

hWTt,“,SS--EiO,IbEIOi HHTepeciwI npotS~ei+.fbr H~~OAb3OBaH~~~oTepM~bHoiiJWprHHn~AcTaa~KeT 
nonava xonoAiio& BOA~I B ~op~~y~,3anonHeHHym neperpeTbtM ~apoMc~~.~p~ 3~0~ n~HcxoAxT 

0wzcHeHHe +powTa KmiemiIi 0~ TO’IKR BAyea. PaccMarpwaan Tereuue a cpene KaK ormohtepfioe r 

paAaanbeoe,CnoMombmaHanzi3a nono6mt MOX~HO noKasaTb,rToTehmepaTypa,AaeneHneH iiwremzzm- 

HOCTb KUneHAIl BO @pOHTe IIBJIRRXCII nOCTOIHHblMH, He 3aBHCRmBMH OT BwMeHH BeIHYHHaMB. c 

yseToM 6anaHca Tenna H Maccbl HaiiAeHo aHaJIHTwieCKOe pememie AJISI TeMnepaTypbI (PpOHTa H CKO- 

pOCTB wcnapensa. FIonyveHo xopomee COOTBeTCTBAe c p3ynbTaTaMH wicneHHor0 htoAenwpoeaHnn 

EIpOUeCCaBAyBa. 


